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Introdncticn 
PotasBiiua is considered an essential element for 
plaints. Altho it is abrsndant2^^ supplied in s-any of the 
cultiTated soils, various field crops have often been 
•benefited' "by snail applications of sol-uble potassiiim 
fertilizers. In laanj cases there are instifficient 
aaoTznts of ivailable potassiiJJS for sjaxiisus crop produc­
tion, due to the fact that the soils have not been 
handled properly. A lack of understanding of the 
conditions necessary for the liberation of tiiis element 
from its insoluble foras has prevented the use of the 
treatments aost desirable for the purpose. 
The literature on the solubility of the potassium 
in the soil is highly confusing and contradictory. 
Many investigators, however, are of the opinion that 
there are soiae" factors in the soil which have a definite 
and decidei effect on the liherati n of the unavailable 
soil potassiun. It is obvious that a thoro understandin 
of these factors and their ap-lication to peraanent soil 
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fertility would bo of great importance froa the agrictiltur?.! 
standpoint. Some agencies mizst tindoubtedly "be active in 
STipplying the plants with available potassiim. other^se 
onr cultivated soils wo^uld soon reach a potassiiaa 
depletion approaching the point of crop starvation, 
The laboratory e>:periEients discTissed here were 
planned for a study of some of the factors which sight be 
expected to have the cost outstanding: effect in liberating 
potassiim from the insoluble potassitjni silicates of the 
soil. These experiments were divided into t^o parts. 
Part I was designed for the stiidy of soae non-
biological factors which might show a decided effect on 
the soltibility of potassiroa in potassivsi bearing minerals 
ST3ch as orthoclase (EAlSig03), and alttnite (X |A2^E^2^C4^jj. 
(This procedure called for sterile conditions, but in 
order to show the rels.tion between sterile and non-sterile 
conditions a nianber of non-sterile checks were introduced 
into the series. Orthoclase was ttsed because it is one 
of the most cosjiaon potassitiH bearing minerals fotiiid in the 
soil, and alxinite was used largely to serve as a check. 
It was thought that the results obtained in this 
series might be considered applicable to the soil itself. 
But altho the soil nay contain orthoclase and similar 
potassitm bearing ainerals, it must be reaeabered that 
they are there in a less soluble form than in minerals 
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whicli have been gronnd to pass thru a sixty aesh sieve. 
Hie e3q>osed surfaces of soil particles have been sub^'ected 
to the process of weathc-ring for ages and have become less 
susceptible to the action of solvents than freshly grotind 
particles of the powdered orthoclase. 3?his fact was 
clearly deconstrated by HcCall, Hilderbrandt, and Johnston 
(36) when they ground soil very fine and found that the 
v?ater-soi-cbls potassixm ^ s increased approximately ten 
fold. It was increased to such a point that the soil 
gave a negative absorption of potassium from a potassium 
chloride solution . 
However, the res'olts obtained -Stith the orthoclase 
and alunite in water solutions Tirere used as a basis to 
plan the t^o series of part II. 
Series I of part II wras an application of the 
treataents which proved to be effective on powdered 
orthoclase and alunite. Each treatisent was studied under 
unsterilis:ea, sterilized, and continued sterile conditions. 
Series II of part II was planned exclusively to 
study the effect of decajring organic matter under sterile 
and non-sterile conditions on the potassitan of the 
insoluble soil silicates. In order to overcome the 
i difficulty encountered with the absorbing power of soil, 
i 
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place of soil in two of the treatments. In the latter 
cases groimd orthoclsse was added as a source of insoluble 
potassim. 
The carton dioxide production of the soil, which, 
has long "been recognized as a powerft:! agent in decomposing 
comparatively inert minerals 'ira.s also taken into considera­
tion thrnout part II of the expsrisaents. 
Hevieg of Literatizre 
Tae A'psorbing Power of Soil for PotassiTm 
The absorMng power of clagr was observed in 1850 
by Way (52) who ^ras probably the first one to notice the 
practical application of this phenomenon. 
In 1864 Voelclcer (51) observed a reaarkable 
absorptive power of soils for potassittia. In his opinion 
the soluble silica and the hydrated oxides of iron and 
al"Q2niniHii possess the power of firing potassitJiB in large 
proportions. However, in many stiff clays that have never 
been exposed to the aaeliorating influence of the 
atniosphere, the oxides of iron and aluainua, as ?yell as 
of the silica, occTir in a state in which they are not 
readily acted upon even by power chemical reagents. 
There is good reason for believing that in this condition 
they do not possess the po-^er to absorb potassitm in 
any narked degree. 
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Schreiner and Pailyer (45) conducted some valuable 
percolating esrperiments which showed enoraons absorptive 
poTfer in soils ranging from clay to loan, to sand. They 
found, however, that the absorbed potassium dissolved 
gradually in water as ^ovsn by its continued removal by 
percolation water. It is especially noteworthy that 
clay which contains a much larger quantity of absorbed 
potassium, gave a lo^rer concentration of potassium in 
solution than did the clsy loam ??ith a smaller potaasiusi 
content and a lesser absorptive power. TJiis sho^d the 
i:rportanee of the absorption phen-mena of the soil, and 
indicated that absorbed salts diffuse continually into 
the free soil moisture, making thea, therefore, directly 
accessible to plants, Be ^I?urk (16) noted that finely 
ground minerals eshibit absorptive powers. 
Anderson, Fry, Gile, Iliddleton and Hobinson (Z) 
in their v/orlc on the absorptive power of the soil 
concluded that five pcrcent of the absorptive capacity 
of the soil is located in tiie unaltered siineral particles, 
i and that ninety-five percent or niore of the absorption 
! j is due to the colloidal aaterial. They further stated 
that the highly absorptive inorganic material in soils 
is not the definite crystalline zeolites, but amorphous 
laaterial such as ferric hydroxide, aluminum hydroxide. 
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silicic acid, and alrminrffii silicate gels. 
Par^^er (41) "beliered tliat the exchanfte of bases 
thru addition of salts to soils is due to the absorption 
of the laasa by the soil and the formation of free acids 
frojs the anion of the salt. It is not bejond reason to 
assxiae that the xmcosbined acid might dissolve an almost 
equivalent quantity-of bases froa the soil particles. 
Gordon and Starkey (27) observed in their work 
with soil colloids that iron and altraina colloids affect 
soil absorption more than silica colloids, and that those 
hydrogels which they prepared in the laboratory gave back 
the absorbed salts very slowly. They foiind that a sinall 
change in hydrogen ion arottnd ?rt7.0 was followed by a 
big change in tlie absorption of potassium by silica gel. 
As the hydrogen ion concsntration increased the potassityn 
was ••sbsorbeu less and became siore absilable. 
!rhe Liberation of Potsssi-ngi 
by Liiae and gyp sua 
The literature on the effect of liiue on the liberation 
of potassinn from soils is so contradictory that it is 
alinost impossible to draw any definite conclusions for any 
given type of soil. 
In a review of literature on the subject Tressler (49) 
named tiis follo-sving inTestigators who dais that lisse 
liberates soae potassixm: Blair, Halligan, Hall, Eart 
snd Nottingham, Ingle, Lincoln and Walton, Van Slyke, 
Vivian. Voorhees. Schreiher (44) and Btmont (17) also 
claim ti^t liiae has the power of liberating potassiiaa 
fros the soil. 
On the other hand, Pluaamar (42), Ci^rry and Ssiith (1 
Morse and Curry (38), Briggs and 3reaseale (10), CJaither 
(25), and others are doubtful ^hethar any liberation of 
potassitm takes place by the addition of line to soils. 
The effect of gypsxaa on the liberation of potassitua 
is more va-dely szxpported* Indre (4), Siissere (18), 
Sressler (48), liClIillsr (57), Bradley (9), Dehersin (14), 
Schreiber (44) , Dtiaont (17), Anes (l), and Srdisan (20), 
all report favorably oa the action ox gypsisai. xhe recent 
work of Zrasian especially is of internist because it sas 
corducted on sis different soil types, and contains a 
thoro reviev/ of the literatrare on the subject. liot all 
investigators, ho\sever, found gypsijn to be effective on 
soil potassina. Beyer (7) observed that -ypstaa solutions 
charged ?7ith carbonic acid or withoxit it exerted no 
carlced dissolving action on the soil feldspars, and he 
believed that only potassiiai held in loose combination or 
in sn absorbed state coiild be affected by gypstsn. Briggs 
ana Breaseale tlQ), and Fraps (2S), also reported no 
bencficial effects of g^svx on the insoluble soil potassium. 
The Action of Acids on the Insoltiblg 
rotassiis Silicates in the Soil 
The effect of acids on soil reaction is a topic 
•Krhich. deserves Cfireful consideration froHi the chemical 
as T?eil a s fic m the biological standpoint. Hhcther the 
acids are organic or inorganic they play an iigportant part 
in raliing potassius:, as ^ ell as other plant food, avail-
• 
afcl:2. 
Groaves (28) claimed that rhe potassii:™ in soil 
occnrs aainly as silicates and is rendered solitble by 
nitroD.s, nitric, sulfuric, acetic, lactic and bntyric acids. 
Ko^sever, the airect action of acids on potassiina bearing 
soil miner^s has been questioned by HcCaughy and ?ry (37) 
and cr"filers, as fyell as by sany geologists. Bnt their 
irfiirect action thru the fon^ation of salts has been 
supported by Aitbs (1), Ames and Bolts (2), h'cCall and 
Ssiith. (36), and others. 
Berlhel-ot (6} contended that potassitini and calcina 
are r rolaced reciprocally in their solt:biG and in-.olnble 
corabiriations in greater or less proportions accordirig to 
the relative strength ox sineral and organic aoids. In 
view of the fact that carbonic acid is so concon in soils, 
the carbon dioxide froa which it is formed ciust of necessity 
influence the soil reactions. 
ghe Effect of Carbon Sioside 
on the Soil rotassiTaa* 
Carbon dioxide has generally been corsceded zo possess 
the power of bringing insoluble minerals into solution. 
G-reaves (28) clajmed that it reacts with inert potassitiia, 
resulting in th^ formation of available potassiuis, according 
to the following equation: 
Al^G^gO SSiOg 4 COg 4 SEpO—^11203 ESiOg 4 SEgO 4 
4 4SiO 
~ I Sto>lasa (47) passed carbon dioxide thru finely 
ground phonolites in water solutions and found w/iat^ only 
I 
yp,*!^fij",TTaly ssiall amounts of potassium were .dissolved• 
Stofclasa and Srnst (48} stated that the carbon dioxide 
in the soil causes the weathering of silicates, transforsjr-
2j2g them into hydrated silicates snd carbonates of 
r { 
potassium. ! 
Bassalik (5) observed that the excreta of angle 7/rrss | 
I 
has a bacterial flora which is capable of using feldspars j 
( 
and converting ti.esa into plant food thru the action of I 
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carbon dioxide which ti3e "bacteria prodiscs, Tnis wort gives 
some eTidence that carbon dio:side is active in liberating 
potassirn in the soil. Ilowover, the author has not been 
able to find any literature which deals 'arith a direct 
relati onship between the aEOtint of carbon dioside produced 
an 5 the aciomit of potassi-um liberated. 
It is a Icnown fact that different soil treatments will 
give different effects on carbon dioxide prodiiction. 
liarr (33) observed that the difference in the asonnts of 
carbon dioxide present in soils from adjacent spots was 
not due to accisciulation. in. those variQ-us places, but to 
actually different aaoimts produced in wie TarioiiS spots 
rhich probably contained different 32ioi:nts or kinds of 
organic natter. 
iiprasn and Blair (51) deaonstrated this fact very 
clearly by adding destrose to a soil. 2hey fotind that 
nearly ten times as such carbon, dioxide isras given off in 
I the soil where the csirbohydratss Tfere added as in the 
•nntreated so i 1. 
Gainey (25) also noted these differences, and he 
further observed that ithen cottonseed meal was t;sed the 
isaxin-asi prodtiction of carbon dioxide isas obtainei dtiring 
the second twenty-fovr honr period, s?hereas, when dried 
blood was applied the nazimxiui production did not occur 
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Tintil the eighth day-
It is tnie that nost of this work has been done in 
the lal3oratory, "but Potter and Snyder (43) hare compared 
la'ooratory worlc with actual field wort and hare conclrsded 
that the csarlion diosida production in soils in the field 
can "be very closely duplicated in the laboratory. ?Iiey 
also giTe a thoro review? and an astcnsiTe bihliography 
in connection with their 0vi?n •arork. 
!ghe Effect of Organic Matter 
on the Liberation of Potassitan 
ifnch has been said and printed about the effect of 
organic catter on the liberation of potassi"uin in the soil, 
bxLt fet? data ai-e available to prove any of the contentions. 
^ch (SO) clai-ied that the action of bactoria on 
organic matter caused the prod-uction of carbon dio2:ide 
?/hich in iiJrn aa^es the potassiiiai from the soil soluble. 
Blair (8) stated that it is already a well hnown fac-t that 
decaying organic rsatter aids in breaking dorm and r;aking 
fins the mineral particles of the soil from which 
potassitini is sade available. 
SEer^on and Barton (19), and Praps (24) showed by 
erroericents than an increase of sol-abla potassi-am is 
taken up by plants ishen organic matter is present in the 
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soii» The latter imrestigator caaclt2d0Q that the "use of 
maniire, the ttirning under of green crops, and the use of 
lime when needed, appear to assist the plant to secure 
potassiran, even fron highly insolrshle foras. 
Brown and ^clntire (ll) made weekly determinations 
of water soluble potassiim for more than three months on 
plots T?hieh had receired variorts treatments for twenty-nine 
cor3secx3tiT© years. They fcund that the issntired plots gave 
ssueh higher yields of •s?ater-solii'ble potassiria tl-mn those 
which had not been n.anT:red» 
Hopkins and Itaaer (29) tried to grow crops on soil 
extracted with strong acid. All the elements necessary 
for plant grotfth, "sfith the exception of potassiian, were 
added in the soluble forics, iThey found it diffietilt at 
first to grov/ plants where no soluble potassitun "^ras added, 
btit as soon aa sojse of the plant residue frcE the harvested 
crop could be returned, the succeeding crop grevr much 
better. The increase of crop yieln vyas largely credited 
to the po7/er of i\Q decaying organic matter to liberate 
the insoluble potassit-n fron the soil. In the opinion of 
these investigators the influence of decaying organic 
aatter on the insoluble soil potassium is such greater than 
the effect of the roots of the growing plants. 
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•gfcie .isffect of Sterilizati on on Solla 
Comparatively little 's?ork lias been done -afitli sterile 
soils. It lias often been considered tl^at soils void of 
"baeterial life constitute a ccssiparatively inert sass. 
Ho'weTer, in 1896 Dolxerain and Denonssy i'l5) observed that 
carbon dioside was produced in soil which had been 
subjected to a tomperatrre of 120^'C. iintil all bacterial 
life vjas destroyed, Iismediately after sterilisation all 
the gases vrere extracted and only sterile, carbon dioxide-
free air was subseq-uently adaittod. After eleven days of 
this treatiaent a decided aiso'cnt of carbon dioxide was 
» » 3  
Wollny (55) reported frosi his "s-orli: on the ieeos-posi-
tion of organic matter in soils that coaparatively 7iittle 
carbon di03d.de "sas given off froa soils sterilised by 
heat, aercarors diloride, thj^sol, and phenol. 
Sevfsrin (45) used sterile coil v?hich he divided 
into two parts. One par- inooiilated with a norsaal soil 
extract and the other part was kept under sterile conditions. 
The carbon dio:d.de of both soils was determined at frequent 
interx^als. He found that the inaxiniiss. carbon dioxide , 
production in tlie sterile soil occurred izoring the first 
five 'iays, whereas in the inoanlated sterile soil ihe 
Gaxisimi asnonnt of carbon dioxide was obtained diiring the 
seeoncl five days. This indicated that bacterial action 
showed its effect only after a period of five days, -he 
asiotint of carbon dioxide given off fron the sterile soil 
during the first aonth «as one and. one half tines as niiich 
as tiat obtainsd dtiring the second sionth. !?h0 total 
amount of carbon dioside in the two months poriod ivas 
aore than ten times as large in the inoctilated as in the 
sterile soil. 
The sterilization of soil by heat and pressure ^ ot7id 
natr«rall7 be expected to have some effect on the sol'uble 
soil eorstitrents* In a review of soil sterilisation 
investigations Lyon and Bizzell (32) concluded th-it it 
increases the solrbiiitv of orga-^ic and mineral plant food, 
ihey noted that sterilized soil yields decidedly more 
solnble potassixHS than Tsnsterilized soil. Coaber ( 1 2 )  
ohserved that partial ignition of soils rss'olts in the 
destr-action of colloidal ?els ishich bind particlos 
togeth-sr, thus esposing larger surfaces to solvent ag-encies 
I which bring more material into solution, 
i 
i In view of the fact th?-t several of the subjects 
I discussed have been thoroly reviewed by previo~s investi^a-
• 
I tors, reference lias been aade directly to their pnblicatl 
I 
I in order to avoid tinnecessary dnplications. Therefore, only 
1 
: 
j the most important investigations directly connected -with 
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this wort have been thoroly considered in this reviei'?, 
Sxperiaental Proced-cre of Part I 
The orthociase used for this e^qperiraent was obtained 
froa rocks collected near the college farm. The rocks 
were crushed and grocnd to pass thrti a sixty mesh sieve. 
The altmite Tsras secxired fros the i^ineral Products 
Corporation, liaryvalc, Utah, and ground to the same linenoss 
as the orthociase. The J. Lawrence Snith laethod, which ms 
T2sed for analysis, gave a total potassi-um content of 
3.65 percent for the orthociase* and S.92 percent for the 
altinite. 100 grass portions of orthociase or alnnite, or 
nixtnres of the were t:sed for each treataajt. 
Heditaa decomposed barnyard mamire was air dried, and 
to 1000 graas of the air dried material sis liters of 
( 
t 
distilled water ivere added and allo^e^ to stand for fonr 
ho-urs until the camrre was thoroly soaked. It was then 
I filtered thrc coarse filter iDaper and the filtarate was 
I 
i used at the rate of 50 cc oer treatcisnt. The anrjlrsis of 
1 
! 
j the extract gave 75.8 isgs. of potassiiaa per 50 cc of 
I 
I _ 
1 extract. All treati:ents except the choclcs and the CaSO, 
i 
I treatHfflQts received an addition of 2 graas of CaCO^. The 
i acids nsed -sfere hydrochloric, nitric, and citric. The 
! nornjality laeasnrsd by titration after the various 
ingredients had been added. 
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Th© laaterials izsed were placed into i^a"kor bottles, 
UKide -ap to 500 ec with distilled ^tor, and then sterilized 
in the autoclave for thirty ain^ites at fifteon poxinds 
pressrire. In order to insure proper laixing all bottles 
were shaken for ten hours in the shading machine before 
they were placed in the incubator at a constant temperature 
of 25^C. IThe arrangenisnts and the treatsients were as follo?rs; 
go. greatment 
1 Orthoelase 
2 Alxini te 
3 Mixture 
4 CaCOg 4 orthoelase 
5 CaCOi 4 alimi te 
6 CaCOc 4 Eixture 
7 CaCO,-o 4 mannre extract 4 orthoelase 
8 CaCOg 4 " "4 almiite 
9 CaCOs f 7 " " 4 aixture 
10 CaS04 4 "  ' ' 4  o r t h o e l a s e  
11 CaS04 4 4 alcnite 
12 Ca304 4 "4 Eixtmre 
13 CaCO^ 4 li/lQQ ECl 4 orthoelase 
15-a CaOO^ 4 " " Y alncite 
14 CaCOg 4 S/o HSO,; 4 orthoelase 
TV 
14-a 
o
 
o
 4 4 alnnite 
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go. 
15 
15-a 
16 
16-a 
17 
IS 
19 
19-a 
20 
20-s 
21 . 
22 
25 
24 
25 
26 
27 
Traatment 
CaCOg 4 manure extract -f ^/lOO ECl t altmite 
CaCOs 4 
CaCQ3 4 
CsCOg 4 
CaCOg 4 
CaCGg 4 " 
CaCO^ 4 
CaCOg 4 
C2CO2 + " 
CaCOg 4 
CaCOg 4 
CaCOs 4 
CaCOc: 4 " KJ 
CaCOct 4 
Qrthoelase) 
) 
AlTmite ) not 
t 
iSLxtxire ) 
4 »t It ^ ortiioclase 
4 U/o HHOa 4 alimite 
4 " " 4 orthoclase 
4 ir/lOO ECl 4 aixtnre 
4- 2/5 4 mistTjre 
•5 
4 N/lO HCl 4 orthoclase 
4 " " -f alunite 
*• li/l HlfOg 4 alttnite 
4 " " .f orthoclase 
4(I»Vl EliOg 4 IJ/lO ECi) 
4 aizfure 
4 1% citric acid 
4 orthoclase 
4 1^ citric acid 
4 alxaiite 
4 1^ citric acid 
t raixtcre 
sterilised 
'labie I 
Watsr-soln'ble potassitaa liberstea "by periods from | 
weight is giren in -Igs. on basis ol| 
Treatment ; So. 
Z in 
10/20/21 
:4 or - due: 
: to ; 
: treatment ; 
Ortboclass 1 13.8) 
Alunits 2 11.4) Clieck 
Mixture 3 17.7) 
CaCOtT 4 0 4. 18.2 4 4.7 
CaCO? X f A' -"V 5 19.0 4 5.5 
CaCO^ + mixture of 0 and A 6 18.0 4 4.5 
CaCO^ t iilanure extract 4 0 7 45.9 -44.4 
CaCO:? 4 f A 3 45.9 -44.4 I 
CaCC§ i ]2 4 a 9 43.6 -46.7 
CaSOA 4 II 4 0 10 50.2 -40.1 
CaSO. 4 L: 4 A 11 48.6 -41.5 
CaSO| 4 M 4 m 12 44.4 -45.9 
CaCOg • Il/lOO HCl 4 0 15 17.7 4 4.2 
uayus * L/o iiiiUcr -*• u 
CaCOc ^ 5/5 HKOa A 
CstCO? 
CECOg 
CaCO  ^
CaCOg 
CaCC  ^
CaCOg 
CaCOg 
CaCOg 
CaCO  ^
CaCOs 
CaGO  ^
CaCOg 
CaC0i2 
ca§03 
IT/100 ECl * 5f 4 A 
U/iOO HCl 4 II -i 0 
H/5 HEO-5 * M I. a 
•j/5 STOS -I H + 0 
H/lOO E?5i 4 2 f a 
ll/5 ElJOg f 21 i s 
U/lO ECl 4 M + 0 
Xl/lO HCl M 4 A 
l/l m-IOg  ^H + A 
u/i EU03 $ sr 4 0 
(IT/l EEOs 4 I/IO EC!) 4 2^  4 m 
citric acid 4 2a 4 u 
citric acid 4 H 4 A 
citric acid 4 IvI 4 n 
Orthoclase) 
Aitsnite ) Son-sterile 
Misture } 
13-a 
14 
14-a 
15 
15-£ 
16 
15-a 
17 
18 
19 
19-a 
20 
20-a 
21 
22 
25 
24 
25 
26 
27 
22.0 
22.2 
25.8 
42.2 
43.8 
55,7 
47.5 
48.9 
44.1 
44.7 
52,0 
54.4 
47.8 
53.5 
51.5 
57.5 
44.6 
IS. 5) 
22.0) 
25.6} 
4 8*5 
4 8.7 
410. S 
-48*1 
-46.5 
-34.6 
-42.8 
-41.4 
-45.2 
-45.6 
-37.7 
-35.9 
-42.5 
-36.8 
-38.8 
-32.8 
-45.7 
Check 
K added witii luaaiire esrtract 
Average water-soluble K added 
•rotal K added in soluble 
76.8 Kgs 
13.5 " 
"503 " 

i 
i •ISLble I 
I i 
I periods froci orthoclase and alimite solt;tions. 
1 ils:s. on basis of 500 cc of solution. i 
•( -I'TS 
10/21 
:4 or - due 
: to 
: treatment 
• • 
:K in iSgs. 
:11/21/21 
:4 or -rdiie: 
; to : 
: treatment ; 
K in 2dgs 
1/21/22 
:4 or:- due: 
: to : 
:treatment : ?•=: value 
1 
b.8} 9.8) 15.3) S.S 
[l,4) Cheot 6.2) Ciiect 10.1) Ciieck: 7,5 
17.7) i 12.8) 19.0) 8.5 
-f 
LS.2 * 4.7 12.4 - 1.1 18.6 4 5.1 3.8 
f-S.O + 5.5 10.6 - 2.9 17.3 4 5.6 8.7 
Ls.o 
• » 
4. 4.5 14.3 •i 0.8 22.7 4 9.2 3.4 1 
is. 9 -44.4 104.7 •fl4.4 101.9 411.6 8.8 ! 
io.s -44.4 70.7 -19.6 120.6 450.5 8.7 i 
1-3 ,6 -46.7 111.8 421.5 101.6 J. J.  8.4 1 
50.2 -40.1 100.2 4 9.9 107.6 417.5 8.6 
ie,6 -41.5 91.3 4 1.0 108.7 •^18.4 8.5 
^.4 -45.9 S4.1 •f 3.8 96.0 5.7 8.6 
b.? * 4.2 lo. 0* 4 l.S 15.4 4 1.9 4.4 1 
B2.0 4 8.5 11.9 - 1.6 16.2 4 2.7 3.1 1 
22.2 4 8.7 16.0 2.5 20.7 4 7.2 2.4 1 
23.8 
r 
+10.S 14.8 * 1.3 23.0 ^ 9.5 1.7 
1 i 
2^.2 -48.1 90.2 - 0.1 142.5 452.2 
2 
1.4 j 
fe5.6 —46 #5 95. S o « ^  102.6 412.3 1.5 1 
bs.? -34*6 119.4 429.1 129.5 459.2 1.5 i 
k7.5 -42.8 102.9 -|.12,6 115.0 424.7 1.6 i' 
48.9 -41.4 112.0 421.7 109.3 419. 0 1.1 1 
'r44.1 —45.2 118.6 428.3 119,8 429.5 1.5 j-
i44.7 -45.6 100.8 410.5 96.4 4 6.1 0.9 j 
152.5 -37.7 68.4 • - 117.1 t26.8 0.6 i 
i54.4 -35.9 124.7 3^4.4 112.6 422.3 0.0 i 
147.8 -42.6 126.0 455.7 102.6 412.3 0.0 1 
153.5 -36.8 137.7 447.4 144.1 455.8 0.4 1 
151.5 -38.8 99,4 4 9.1 132.4 2^.1 6.3 i 
157.5 -32.8 • 95.4 r 5,1 97,4 4 7.1 6.3 j 
!44.5 -45.7 96.5 4 8.0 144.0 453.7 6.2 i 1 
ilS. o )  11.?) 16.4) 8.6 1 
122.0) Choc^ 11.9) Ciiec&^ 12.5) Check 6.9 
125.6) 15.6) 13.3) 8.4 i 
i 
I 
1 
t I 
I 
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IZL order to see fhs effect of sterilization, the ntmbers 
with "st!"b a" and the nninbers 25, E6, 27 were not sterilised, 
the latter being prepared just previoxjs to the first 
sasipling for the pxirpose of deteraiining the water-soluble 
potassitia of the minerals. 
•The saa5)lings ?rere t'iten at intervals of fottr, foi^r 
and eight weeks. At each saapling the bottles were shaken 
ior thirty siinutss. Then 100 cc were q^^ickly taken ot:t 
with contini:oiis stirring in order to keep the solids and 
liquids in the original proportions., The samples were 
filtered and 50 cc aliqtiots were used for potassittn 
deterniinations. The official aethod for water-sol-cble 
potassimn "ijas used thrccut the experiments. 
The results of the three samplings calculated in 
nilligraras on the basis of 500 cc of soliition are gitren 
in table I. Figure I presents a graphical sketch of the 
three samplings arrarsged according to the effect of-the 
variox-.s treatacnts. 
Coltaans 3, 5, and 7 give the increase fas 4) or the 
decrease (as -) of milligracis of potassiiUH over that 
applied in the ^^ater-solnble form in the manure extract 
and minerals. 
It should be recalled here that the potassiuxs 
introduced bj seans of the manure extract and the araount 
-19-
obtained before incTzbation of the checks are water-soloiDls 
lOiTns and must be defi'ECted fl'oni th.o total resxilts# c>inc8 
- "the checks did not change to any appreciable extent dtiring 
the course of the experirDent, the results of the txiree 
periodical deterainations of 'vfater-soliible potassziai on 
the six checks wore averaged and used as the v?ater—soluble 
asaottnt present in the minerals. 
Digcussion of Sesislts of Part I 
?roiQ the resists reported in table I it appears that 
after sixteen ^yeeks of incubation the manure extract showed 
aji ovitstanding effect on the sol"Qbility of tiie potassiTiia 
in ort;:oclas€ and sliinite. That sT<.pports tne con~ention 
of Hopkins and Atiiner (29), Jiraps (21), and others that 
decaying organic ssatter liberates potassiiia fron potassitan 
bearing ninerals* If '•^he average szioiint liberated by ohe 
addition of CaCOg is ded-acted from the surpltts due to 
the maniire extract and CaCOg, and if tiie total average 
potassium present in orthoclase and aiiinite is taiien as 
a nean, it is found that 0.195 pcrcent of the total 
pot-assiiE '57as liberated thrit the effect of ths nian'ure 
extract, 
Assi'jning that oisiilar actions could take place in 
the soil, and estimating the total potassi'-an of an acre of 
-20-
STirface soil to be 30,000 potizids, there would be liberated 
dixring four aontbs of the growing season in the neighborhood 
of fifty-eight poxaids of potassitJis, or nearly tho anornt 
"used by the average fanr. crop in one season. The aTaoisno 
of extract necessary to accomplish this could probably be 
obtained from twenty tozis of mamjre, judging frora cosipara-
tive resxilts with manure and matinre extract reported in 
table III of part II. It shoizld be noted that the extract 
which brought about those results in four months contained 
only the soluble psrt of the manure. The large quantity 
of "andecoaposed raaterisl tovbtless produce additional 
effects d-uring the reciaitider of the year if the above 
mentioned anoiint of manure -.TO-uld be applied. 
The effects of CaCO^ snd CaSO^ were coaparatively 
scall ond the data show also that the ninerals were not 
acted Tipon by the acids, the latter supporting the 
observations of McCanghy and Fry (37), who claim that 
acids do not affect orthoclase. However, the c-onbined 
action of aanure extract and acids in certain conceni-rawicns 
is qt ite renisrkable and should not be overlooked. This 
is best indicated in figi;re 2 where an average of the 
results of ort-hoclase, aliinite, and the niixture of the 
two has been tafeen for each treatment and plottea in the 
order of their iinrcasin^ effect. 
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!rh.e solTitions representing H/l 5/l0 HCl 
apparently had no effect, but the less concsntratod 
solTiticns of HCl, KlfOcj, and citric acid did have a remark-
able effect, Shis is not the only tine that stich an 
occiirrenee has been noticed. McCall and Saith (35) fonnd 
that in composting greensand with rsanure and salfD.r, it 
seeceS necessary for a certain degree of acidity to be 
developed before any appreciable amonnt of potassirm ;!7a8 
cade water-solrble. The cojupost containing the largest 
aaottnt of laamare ceTsloped the highest degree of acidity and 
produced the largest Qrantity of water-soluble potassi-um. 
These concl-asions were substantiated by Aegs and 
oolts (S) and more recently by An-es fl), i^ho contended, 
however, that the effect of the acidity was diie to salts 
forraed as a resi-lt of the acid developed by the cicro-
organisss rather thsn to tho direct action of the acid. 
The latter idea appears to find stipporx in the results of 
this e^eriment, for the acids by thonselves shovred no 
appreciable effect on the minerals. Icoreover, bacteria 
did not enter as a factor since they were eliainated by 
sterilisation. Consenwently the idea advanced by Ames 
seemz to be a logical explanation. 
The c^avior of the solTJtions d-urin^ the first foiir 
week period of the experimect is of particular interest. 
-2E-
bacattse it; desons'trated the phenoEenon of absorption wnicb 
is of great importance in soil problems. Altho tho figures 
in tte first colxtsm of table I show an ^ parent increase 
where mantire extract has been applied, a considerable 
deficiency was realized, as indicated by the W sign in 
the second coltinaa, after allo^sance had been made for the 
water-soluble potassiuia applied in the forn of mantzre 
extract and feldspars. 
!Lhat potassi'Uiin bearing minerals absorb potassium 
from solntiois was not only shosm in this e:;q)eriEeni, but 
was also observed by DeTinrk fl6) who added 2C1 solnticns 
several potassiissi bearing minerals, which by subsequent 
water extractions indicated absorption of potassiua in 
sll cases. Eenca, if this fact is taken into account, 
the irscresses Sue to aanure extract as reported in the 
seventh column of table I are by no means the naximun, 
because a considerable part of the ac ally isater-soltible 
potassitan was held by the absorptive power of the caijoeraxs. 
The Pt,- v^ues reported in the last colusn of table I 
were determined by the hydrogen-ion electrode meti^d 
in order to determine the relationship, if any, between 
the reaction of the solution and the liberation of potassixia. 
Jrom the figcres obta^ed and fros the graph in figure 2 
it is quite evident that the reacti'-n of the solution 
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had no effect on the liberation of potassium. Hence, 
the outstanding results obtained are limited primarily 
to the effect of the manure extract, and also to the 
coiabined effect of manure extract and acids in moderate 
concentrati cn s. 
Sxperimental Procedure of Part II 
Carrington loam taken froa plot 107 of the hurnus 
plots of this station was used as basis of the 
ezperisients. This plot has been kept fallcv? since 1906 
and has receired no treatment vyhatover, thus eliminating 
all possible residual effects which Eieht result from 
fertiliser treatrnents. A sample of the soil to a 3OTth 
01 eigijt inches •sras tahen, air dried, and passed thn: a 
twenty aiesh sieve. The total potassii:ni co.ntent as 
detersined by the -J. Lawrence Smith official nethod vias 
30,588 pounds per acre based on 2,000,000 pounds of 
si^rxsce soil, and tji© liise re<5i'-ireiiient as detcnained by 
the iPruog Eethod ryas tv/o tons, 500 ^ ranis of air dry soil 
were thoroly aixed t^ith the applied ingredients and 
•distilled yvater added to obtain the optixnuia aoisture 
content, Tjhich, viien calculated at fifty percent of the 
sati-ration point, rras twenty-fire pcrcent. For the 
alundus ?ind quartz treatraents the sa.-e pi-oee3.iire was 
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followed, but the optimna moisture point vras eleven pcrcent 
instead of twenty-five percent as in the case of the soil. 
A correction was niade for the air dried manure and clover 
hay applications. It was necessary to add their eq'civalont 
weight in water in order to bring those treatzaents to the 
optiniun sioist"ure point. Dxirins the progress of the 
experiments the optimiia isoisti'ore ms naintainei "by re^^Jlating 
the moisttire ccafitent of the air which was contir^ually 
passed over the soil. Air ^rswn thni a thirty to thirty-
five percent solution of EgSO^ contained approsLnately 
the araoiint of moistura reqiiired to Iceep the soil at 
opticitim moisture conditions. 
The carbon dioxide determinations isrere made 
according to the method of Potter and Snyder (43). Since 
sterile air Tras imperative for part of the esiperiraents, 
it was necessary to sake a slight nodification in the 
apparatus. An absorption tower paclced with sterile cotton 
was placed between A and B, and also between C and 3 of 
figure 1, page E82 in Potter and Snyder's report, Tne 
towers filled with cotton were sterilized in the autoclave 
every three or four ^ yeelrs In order to destroy the germs 
which niight gradi;aily pass thru theia. 
•?he carbon diozide was determined at intervals of 
one, three, five, seven days, and every seventh, day 
thereafter^ xhe sterile sets were sterilised in the 
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autoclare at fifteen pounds pressiJre for tliree hotxs in 
tiiree inrttraittent sterilisations, the internalssion being 
thirty-six liours. This was found to be necessary to destroy 
all spores and micro organisms. The apparatus -.-yas of 
necesfity sterilised in several part? Trhich had to be 
reassembled before the e^rp^riaent co't-ld be started. This 
operation naturally increased the possibilities for 
chance eontaE;iastians» During the course of the ezparinent 
several instances of siich conta.*ninations were observed, 
biit in each case the eontaiainated bottles r/ore sterilised 
over snd no fxirther difficu-lties were enconntored. 
At ti-o end of the e?:perlments the sterile soils were 
test--:d for bacterial C'^atenta. .approximately one gram of 
soil ivas carefL'lly taken, froa each bottle with a small 
dipper on a long handle esp-ecially nade for that purpose. 
The soil '-vas ^len placed in diltrtion flasks and 3il"ctions 
of 1-10,000, 1-100,000, 1-1,000,000, ^rcro prepared, froa 
which one cc was plated oi\t on Cook's Ho. 2 agar. The 
plates were incubated for zv/o weeks at 25°C., after which 
t-ey 'irero exa^iined for bacterial grov.'th. -he soil proved 
to be sterile in all cases. 
Series I 
This series -was planned primarily to see if the 
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restOLts obtained in part I coiJld *00 duplicated in soils. 
OrthoclasQ was applied in portions of twenty grams per 
trest:r.ent. Lianure and acid phosphate wore i:!sed at the 
rate of eight tons of the foraer and foiir htindxed potmds 
of the latter per acre. CaCO„ and CaSO^ were applied at O •• 
the rate of three tons per acre. The liee reqi-irement 
was regrilated by adding a certain amoxint of HGl which wotild 
approximate the rsqxiired conditions; then the final ad^nst-
sient is-as detei^ined by the Truog acidi iy test. iPhe 
treat:nents were arranged as follows; 
1. Check 
2. Orthoclase 
» Vt—i. W 
4. 1.5 CaCO.- 4 IS* + 0* 
o. 1.5 gas. GaC03 -f M i 0 -f 0.1 gas. A.P.* 
6. 1.5 gsis. CaSQa 4 i:. 
7, 1,5 gas. CaS04 ^  !2 4 0 
8. HCl to 5?. CaCOc * -f 0 
9, HCl to 3T. CaCO^ 4 0+1? 
10. ECl to 3T. CaCOS 4 0 + U + 0.1 gn. A.?. 
11. HGl to 5T. CaCOs 4 0 
12. ECl" to 5T. CaCOc: 4 0 4 Ul o 
'*11—nannre; 0—0rt-;cclase; A.?.—acid phosphate; 
T. CaCOj —tons of lime reai-Irenent. 
Table II 
?rater-301131)16 potassirn, total cs 
iroai sterile and noG-steril^ 
Caleuiated from sveragei 
: Hot sterilizea 
1 
• 
« i 
Treatment : ITo. 
:Lba ox ii. : 
:per acre : 
&ras of : 
COo 
:Lb8 (j 
value:p0r i 
Cliecli 1 57.9 1.724 5.2 
i 
8^ j 
Orthoelase 2 54.4 1,920 5.3 
f 
9^ i 
Manure 3 59.2 2.525 5.5 . 9 
CaCOg + M + 0 4 - 72 .4 2.451 5-. 6 121 
1 
CaCO,:, -{. :t + 
o 0 + A 
T> * ^  » 5 69.2 2.658 6.6 
i 
15t i 
CaSO^ + 11 5 99. S 2.190 5.1 17 
! i 
« s 
CaSO^ ^  JiT + r\ 7 112.7 2.357 5c2 
1 
- 12J 
SCI (3 T.I-. req.) A 0 8 S3.7 1.914 4.9 10. 
i t 
J 
nm /fX r\ T XlwX 1 a. « •  •r*af* ) •• >>i « / A Om> 4 TJr Q w 1Q9.5 2.005 4.9 16' 
ECl (2 f.L. req.} + • 0 4 II 4 A*?.10 138.5 2.441 4.6 
i 
15! S 
HGl (5 T.L. req.) 4 0 11 107.9 1.977 4.1 X? 
HCl {5 T,L. req.} 4 0 4 M IS 186.3 1.972 4.2 15-
1 
0 — Orthoclase 
id — Manure j 
T.L. req- — Tons of lime requirein?ait | 
j 
AwP. — Acid phosphate j 
i 

i Table II 
! 
•ssiTiE, total esr'oon dioxide and value 
1 and non-sterile soils of Series I. 
1 
1 I 
ted from averages of d'jplicp.tes. 
( 
j 
izea 
1 iSterili 
: teijt 
sed Dtit not 
sterile. •Sterilised and ccpt Sterile 
1 ; :Lbs of 11 : i 
i :?v raluoiper acre : 
Gias of : 
CCo :?T' value 
iJj'bB of Z : 
:per acre : 
0ms of 
COp value 
1 5.2 82.1 2.407 5.0 57.6 0.924 5.1 
1 5.2 95.0 2.473 5,1 70.S 1 T g'S 5.2 
[ 5.5 - 91:8 2.67S 5.3 So. 6 1.260 5.2 
1 6-S 
h 
128.9 2.422 5.3 93.4 0.903 6.1 
3 6.6 159.3 ^ 2.607 5.4 86.9 0,799 5.6 
i 5.1 j 179.2 2.454 5.1 112.7 • 0.S44 5.1 
I 
1 5,2 135.3 2.488- 5.1 125.5 0.907 5.1 
i 4.9 103.1 2.524 4.7 95.5 0.995 4.6 
1 4.9 160.8 2.507 4.7 115.9 1.010 4.7 
1 4.6 157.9 £.474 4.7 143.3 1.107 4.7 
1 4.1 17E.4 2.563 4.1 149.8 n OQO 4,4 
1 4.2 164.3 2.536 4.2 220.7 0.991 3.9 

dach treataent was prepared in sis duplicates which 
were used as follOTys: 
iFwo not sterilised. 
Two sterilised, bi<t not kept sterile. 
Two sterilised and kept sterile. 
The dx^ation of the esperinents was froQ eifrht to 
eieren iveeks, but for eon^renience all calculations for 
total carhon dioxide were "based on ten weeks. The res7:lts 
of the first titration of each experiment were rot 
incl-uded in the calctilatiors becaDao it was thoi-piht that 
svch earoon dioxide as was then obtained t?ss largely 
aecuEulated and not fornied as a result of the applied 
treatrr-ent. The resxilts of the total carbon dioxide 
production and of the water-sol-sible potassitjci, xo^ether 
7n.th the Pr- values of this series, are srivon in table II 
n ' -
and plotted in figure S. 
Discussiorx of Restilts of Ssrics I 
Aitho manure extract appeared to be tho most effective 
single factor in the eicperiment with potassimn bearing 
rocks, sijch vhsls not the case with mantire in Series I. iPhe 
suggestion might be iriade that cian'ore and naniire extract 
act differently in soil. This vyas determined by cordr.cting 
a separate experirr.ent t.o coEipare the effect of neomxTa and 
-££-
isantire extract. treatnisnts were prepared in duplicates 
sioiilarly to the sterile set in Series I. 4 grams cf nsxycxe 
and 50 cc of mrinvro extract were naed as a basis for 
comparison, ^lie results from eig^it wee't.s are giren in 
taole III, froa which it can readily bo seen that the 
diiXersnce, v/iiich. is slightly in lavor of t/ie laanizre ez^racu 
is not large eno^lgh to "be significant. 
Sable III 
\?ater-solr,"blc potascirra and total carbon dioxide 
frOui isanure and aantzre ostrsct treateo. soil-
Calcr:l'j,T;ed from averages of drplicates. 
Trastment Lbs, of Z: por acre Tctal CQp in ^ s_. 
Haniire 101.4 1.455 
Z^Iannre extract 104.7 1.4S3 
The application of ^ nannre in this esperirsent was 
relatively sinall for experimsn^al p-urposes, and altho 
'i,^ a.5 irsaliced an ^ ^^ arent increase in soiiiole pouassitcii 
its effect was not nearly as cutstandxrg as that ooserved 
in part I. I-he. reasoFxS for this beharior v?ill be aiscrssed 
more inlly in Series II. 
It is interesting to note tisit the addition of 
ortaoclase res'alted in a slight increase in water-soluble 
potass ilia el ther vvhen ®piiod alone or in ccdbinaxxon v2i.th 
-2S-
CsSO^. This would indicate that the potassitim in ground 
ort'-.oclase is raore readily attacked th^n the soil pots-ssiim 
iThis stator-3nt findD asiple eiipport in the ex^eriiizer.ts of 
Hagnus (53) and Hopkins and Atoer f2S}. The former grew 
"barley to E^tiirity and ohtainad well ciaturod grain in an . 
artificial soil in which poTS-dersi feldspar was the sole 
so'jrce of potassiuia, v^hile the latter tried to r,ro^ clover 
in the resid'L.-e of acid extracted soil and cculd iiOt o"btain 
an^ appreciable gro^vth until 3 xie plant reoidue had been 
added. 
??.e relatively saall applicat ion of 0.5 percent CaSA^  
resi:lted in a decided increase of water solv-ole potassivsi 
in hoth stoi'iie and non-sterile soils. Al'cho z'oi^so results 
Support the observations of Hcliillor (58) and :>radley (2)» 
;vho experimented with a number of soils, it chould not be 
OTorloolrea that negative res^;lte nignt be secured ix 
applied t:- certain of the soil types s'cggestsd by iiriggs 
and BreaEoale (10). The possible caTzse oi the benelic ial 
effect of CaSO^ as suggested by Bradley (S) is that the 
cation of tlio gr/psum is fised by the soil ar.d a correspond­
ing quantity of potassiuri goes into solution fo for-a ^ gSC^. 
Another possibility was ti;at advanced by Dussere fl8) v/ho 
observed th^it gypsurs, ar^ncniuci sulfate, and calcium supor-
phGsphatG -.rore all decidedly effective in r^alring the 
potassium of a l l u v i a l  coil soluble. conteritvtas 
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that tills liberation was dt:e to the acidity resulting froa 
tliQse fertilisers. Ths latter suggestion does not find 
•nnch support in the resul-s obtained in these exp--rin:onts, 
since the P-tr iralue Vv-as practioallv xinchanged by the CaSO. 
11  ^
trsatments. 3radley*s suggestion seoiss more plattsible, 
altho no actual proof can bo ^ Iven here. 
Probably the raoat outstanding factor in this experinent 
is the actxsn of the sciSs on the liberation of potassion. 
I", will be recalled fro^ part I that the direct action of 
acids had no effect on the potassiiin bearing minerals, bnt 
vrhon ap:-lied in combir.ation vTith sanure extract it produced 
a decided effect upon the solubility of potassiinn. The soil 
naturally is a hetoroseneous nizture, containing organic 
matter fran various sources azid in all possible stages of 
decomposition. Hence, a coabiriation vTixh an effect similar 
to th'.t observed in part- I could easily be produced in the 
soil, I'he hypothesis adrariced Ames and iioltz 12} and 
by Jlraes fl}, namely, that the increase in water-solrble 
potassius is due to the salts formed as a result of the 
acidity rath;-r than by the direct action of the acids, was 
supported by the results of this experiinont, but in th; s 
hy;othesis the effects of colloids in the soil hare been 
overloohed. 
Ho\7evor, the striding coincidence that The increase in 
water-soluble potassium '5?as invariably associated •;yith a 
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eorrespending inexsass of hydrogszi lOU coiicen"tra.tion. Isads 
. "to a210tfc.Gr possibility' ciViT^osted the work of Gordon and 
Starl'oy f2?). Thej' dsnonstrated tho resarkalJle f^ct that 
a sir.iill chtrn^G in hj^dro^en ion eoncontration aro\;nd ' 
Ti-as follor.-ea bj a large docreace in the abeorption of 
•ootas?.:'-uni "by silica and th'it ^nen the h-rdro^en ion 
coi'cer.tration '^jas furt^ier incroased ths potassi';!!! bacajzie 
corrosDondin^ly Isss ahsor^sd •'ind conssftMsntly Hors 
available. Thsse results seom to 20 in perfect agrseoserit 
with those reported in tables I and II, ?7ith t?ae exception 
of th3 treatr:onts '-vhich nare a hydrogen ion concentration 
of IcsH than 
If r!i:r-j, artifieiiil silica ~g1s jnanifest a lesser 
absorptive capacity for 00 tans inn undor acid conditions, 
it is not unlikely tnat the silica colloids and i:.els in • 
the soil exhibit similar beha'vior. Kiiica colloids and 
jjeis-: accordiT]!^  tc OsvraXd (-rO) constitti«e one of ».n3 —oi.r 
niost in-oortant cl?3u'rises of soil colloids. Conseqt;ently 
they v/cre very likely present in both the soil and the 
inlnera7LS nseS in the forepoins e::^'?riKeTits. pTjrti'emiore, 
thev v/ere probably prcpent in the soils which JcCall 
aria Sr.ith, xiniss and Bolt", and Arzes Ttsed. Altho those 
inrecticrator? 3lei not 5 otermine the hyj5ro«:en ion concentra­
tion it s ho I" Id be reoalle-i that they fo^nd tbat an 
apTDreciable incrsare of -^ator-soliible potassi'cia was only 
•7 O 
oMainefi uncier acid conditions. 
21:i.ese strilciny coincidences wo":ild certairily lead to 
the siiggestion that possibly the con<iition of the colloidal 
matorial in general and of silica gels in T>articular ere 
to a certain extent responsible for the anioiLnt of potaseinia 
o"btained in ivater extracts. !?h.e fact? giren by Gordon iind 
St&rizey, and the striking: agree^aonts ottained in the foregoing 
experimentc, together uith the apparently pinilar ref-nlts 
secured "by IlcCall and Smith, Aaes and Boltz, and i^es should 
be sufficient to stiartlate farther fstiidy in order to 
estahlish. definite proof in tiii?; important matter. 
?he reft-rjlts: in tahlp II obtained in storiliried noil 
snhsequently exposed to non-sterile air f;hov; the hi^ jhest 
anoxint of water-soluble potasj'ium and carbon dioxide. The 
effect of sterilisation wac undoubtedly rerponrible for 
v>art of thr increase in water-soltible potassium, but it 
will be noticed fron the sarje table that the ^oil which 
was kept sterile tliruout the exn^riment ijave lower renults 
in all treatments except in I<o. Ii2. i?o escpianation can 
be offered for the latter case. 
•The difference then between the £ter:i lined soil 
wr.ich livas expofsnd to non-sterile air and that which vra-s 
kept sterile siust be due to come factor other than sterili­
sation. It r«ill be noticed tliat the carbon dioxide 
production of the former was abo;:t three ti-ies greater than 
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that of the latter, and considerably greater than that of the 
unnterilised soil. 'This- sbnoraal carbon diorviae production 
was probably due to the specific action of aolds vr.ich 
forraed an exceptil7 dense ^rrowth on all the treatments 
of sterilized soil subsequently exposed to non-sterile sir. 
It seems that in the absence of 'nost of the coapeting 
orsanisns those nolds were renarkably active in the decoapo-
sition of orj^ie taatter, with the result that decidedly 
increased aaounts of carbon dioxide and slightly increased 
amounts of water-soluble potassium were produced, !?he 
relation of carbon dio:cide production to the liberation 
of potassiusi will be ©nsidered in Series li-
She important facts brought out in this experiment 
are as follows: 
The application of relatively sra&ll amounts of 
CaSO^  ^caused an increase of water-soluble potassiura. 
A combination of acid and organic matter applied 
to Carrington loan appeared to be effective in the libeirs-
tion of water-soluble potassiua. 
She action of contaainatin^ forms consistxzig largely 
of molds resulted in a decided increase of carbon diosride 
production and a small increase of water-soluble potassium. 
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Bsraeriiaeatal Procegiire of oeries II 
The casin ptirpope of this series vtas to deteraine 
the effect of relatively large amounts of organic matter 
on the liberation of i^oil potasoiua. Soil and orthoclase 
7;ere uaod in the sane aanner as in Series I. HowoTer, since 
the aosorptive x^ovrer of soil offers the chief difficulty 
in '-^ator-solucle potaosiun determinations, alundua, v-hich 
in a non-alisorbent and inert taaterial, vmr, introduced into 
the series; in order to irive an ap-">roriaate estiraate of the 
amount of water-roluhle potassiua absorbed by the soil 
during: the G0~irse of the experiment, fiuarts, altho 
absorbing a sniall amount of potassium, was used in compari­
son vath alundum. CaCOg and acid phosphate ?/ere applied 
to study their effect v/hen. conbined with large amounts of 
or^^anic natter. GaCO_ Tms used at the rate of four tons 
o 
per acre and acid phosphate at the rate of 100 pounds 
per acre. Alundtua and quarts tool: the place of soil, but 
the source of potassiun used with these materials consisted 
in a mixture of 50 grans of orthoclase and 50 gra-as of 
alunite. 
ilanurc iras added at the rate of 16 and 52 tons per 
acre and clover hay at the rate of 4 and IE tons per acre. 
The analysis for total potassiua in the nianurc gave 
1.071 percent or 21.4S pounds of potassium per ton, and 
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in the clover hay 0.381 percent or 19.G2 poxtnds of potassitia 
per ton. As the greater part of this potassixm is in b 
soluble fona the total aaount was deducted from the final 
results in table Y. 
During the second week of the experiment a leak sprang 
in the apparatus of the sterile set and caused contamina­
tion of all the bottles with the e?:ception of JTo. 19-a» 
The contsninated "bottles were resterilised, out separate 
analyses were niadc of the orie txiat V;ss not contsainated. 
The results arc included in table IV. 
ihe arrangreraent of the treatutents of series II was 
as folloi7s: 
i i 
TTo. Treatment 
1. 8 gas Efianure 4' 2 gas CaCO^ 
^ 5 
B. 16 rt rr * 2 " 
5. 16 TT + 2 f 0.25 gi2i£ 3 acid 
phosphate 
4. 16 gas manure 1 
5. 2 Tt clotrer hay ! 1 
f 
i 6. 6 
1* TT Tt 
7. 6 rt Tf Tt • 2 gns CaCOjj i i 
8. 6 n ft ?» + 2 " • 0.25 gms acid 
1 
i ! 
phosphate 
3. Alundiin • 8 gms nanure 
Table IV 
fi-eatijient 
iTater-s olxibie potassiiiia, total carboi 
froEi sterile and non-sterile so; 
Calculated from averages oj 
Hot ste3 
:Lbs of cit 
8 gms. il 4 S gras. L. 
IB gas. 2vJ f 2 gms. L 
16 gnis. U -T 2 gms. L 4 0.S5 gms. A,?. 
, 15 gss. M 
I j 2 gms. C-H. 
6 £ms. C.H. 
5 gms C.E, -f 2 gras. L 
i 
i I 6 gms. C.H. 4 2 gniSs L 4- 0.25 gsis. A, 
i 
I AlTmdun + S gas. M 
i 
1 Aliindii]!! f 8 gms. M -f 2 gms. L 
i 
i Quartz 4 
JjbS Ox JL 
per acre :rate sol.] 
l ; o .  :  :per acre 
13 125.5 505.2 
14 164.1 553.4 
15 202. S 460.1 
1 193.7 637.1 ! 
J  I 
17 80.5 405.4 ! 
IS 157.5 4E1.5 
19 165.9 241.1 
19-a — — 
20 ISO.4 370.0 t 
21 325.0 431. E 
22 327.0 617.8 
23 3C4.1 
II — Mac-ure 
C.H. — Clover hay 
A.-. — Acid PiiosphLte 
L — CaCOc 

I ^ { 
! 
I 
II carbon dioxicle, and value 
i 
Irile soils of Series II. 
• ( 
rages of diiplicates. 
xict sterili sed ed and kept Sterile 
s of cit-: 
te aol. K: 
r acre ctSms of COp :B;jjTal-ue 
:Lbs of Z 
;per aere :Gnis of COg ;Ph value 
505.2 3.207 6.8 186.2 2.710 4.8 
553.4 ^ A. 3.435 7.0 271.9 2.665 6.0 
460.1 3.350 6.8 328.2 2.854 5.6 
65?. 1 3.297 6.1 352.3 2.877 4-9 
405.4 2.714 4.9 142.2 2.469 4.6 
421.5 3.231 4.8 189.8 2.774 4.4 
341.1 3.140 5.3 204.3 2.145 5.6 
— 
— 151.2 1.661 — 
370.0 3.085 6.3 165.7 2.075 5.3 
431.2 2.152 8.9 7 1.835 7.9 
617.8 2.331 9.1 331.4 1.991 9.1 
2.423 8.2 2S7.6 1.772 7.3 
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Ho. treatment 
10. Alundna * 8 gms aanure + 2 gas CaCOg 
11. Quartz + 8 gns manare 
liach treatment wae prepared in quadruplicates, two 
of whicli were uf'ed for steril^J snn txvo for non-sterile 
doterainationr;. 2he duration of the experiment was eleven 
weelcs for the Pterilo and twolT© weel:s for the non-sterile 
part, For convenience the total carbon dioxifle was 
calculated on the baeir of ten v^eekf^.. The reciilts of the 
total water-soluble potassium, the total carbon dio^ciae 
and the Pg values are reported in table HT. This does 
not tai:-~ into consideration, howerer, the amount of 
water-soluble potassiun added in the form of manure and 
orthoclase. According to Praps (22) the water extract 
from the soil does not necessarilj represent the solubil­
ity of the potassium ainerals exposed to the action of 
the solvent, but the difference betvreen the potassiuia 
dissolved hy tile solvent and the soluble potassiim absorbed 
by the soil. IThis absorbed potassiua of the soil is 
only very elowly acted upon by water. Even boiling for 
two hours twice in succession was found by Yanatta (50) 
to fail to release any considerable amounts of absorbed 
potassiun. 
It was found necessary in series II to salce a 
second water estract on the two sterile and non-sterile 
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alundua treated rranberf? in order to remove the aeclisnically 
held potassi-on frocj this aediiun, A second extract was also 
laade of one soil treated niu^ber. The results of this 
second analysis, together with the increase—indicated by 
(4^)T-or the decrease—indicated by (-)—of v/ater-soiuble 
potassitun after deduction of that added in foim of minerals 
and laanure are reported in table Y, The water-soluble 
potassium of the cjineralft was tal:en froa the average anount 
foxtnd in part I. 
Discussion of Besults of Series II 
The results in table TJ show an apparent increase 
in water-soluble potassiun corresponding somewhat to the 
increase in organic matter added. However, when the 
soluble potassiTun added in the form of manure, clover 
3aay and orthoclase was subtracted as rhavn in table V, 
I there 77as a decrease in water-soluble potassium thruout 
i the series. iTnls decrease v&s undoubtedly due to the 
absorptive po^er of the soil. 
According to Anderson fS) and his associates, 95 
percent of the absorption of potassi'oa in soils is due 
to colloidal material. This absorbed potassiun is only 
very slowly given up by water action, IfcCall, Ililderbrandt 
and Johnston (55) found that subsequent T;?achinErs of soils. 
Table V 
after 
Increase or d ecrease in -ratar-soltible po 
dednctioii of soltsbie aEOiinta adaeii in the fora 
: : liot sterilized 
i -Lhs cf E:7. S. 2.:4ir5cs:9aae;LD 
Treatment : So. ip&r acas: added ;-decasass:sd 
: : : : ;e5j 
8 gms 4 S gas CaCO^ IZ 125.5 552.5 -127,0 
lo gjns + 2 gns CaCOg 14 164.1 697.2 -535.1 
15 gras II t 2 gins C&CO^ ^  0.25 gns A»?. 16 202.9 697.2 -494.3 
16 gES -•! 16 199.? 697.2 -497«5 
2 g3is C.H. n r> X t 80.5 89.2 - 8.7 
S N/ 18 167.5 246.2 - 78.7 
6 f?sis C.H. •?• £ gras CaCOr? 19 165.9 246.2 - 80.S 
5 gns C.H. 2 eiss CaCOcr 4- 0,25 £Tns A B-20 180.4 246.2 - 65-8 
Alvn&aa + S gas 2£ 21 225.0 396.7 « 71.7 
Alxindcaii * Q gms il -f 2 CaCOs 22 327.0 596.7 - 59,0 
Q-osrtz 4 S gsis Id 23 304.1 396.7 - 92.6 

'al)le 7 
>r-solxibl8 potassivn dtie to treataent, 
I in the fona of organic matter and orthoclase. 
bt sterilized • • Sterilised •and kept steril e 
K 
I 
:41iia:sa^:Lbs cf K 
: -dtxaease: second 
: ;extract 
;+iD3sa3^iLbs cf E.: 
:-^ciEass:por acre: 
• • • 
• * • 
Vif ci V 
added 
:4- incr. 
deer. 
:I;l3S cf K 
:second 
: extract 
If incr. 
deer. 
» 
• 
> 
-127,0 188.2 552.5 -164.3 
> 
-535.1 271.9 697.2 -426.3 
> 
-494.3 ' • ^ 32S.2 697.2 -369.0 
3 
-497.5 115.8 -S81.V 552.3 697.2 -344.9 
> 
* - 8.7 145.2 89.2 f 54.0 
> 
- 78.7 189.8 246.2 - 56.4 
- 80.3 
- 66-8 
204.3 
165.7 
246-2 
246.2 
- 41.9 
- 80.5 
7 - 71.7 80.4 •f 8.7 350.7 396.7 - 46.0 98.1 •52.1 
7 - 69,0 78.8 •f 9.0 331.4 596.7 - 65.3 99.7 •»34.4 
7 - 92.6 297,6 rzQc. 7 - 99.1 
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thru. which a solution of SCI had been percolated, gave 
alnost a straight line in plotting the snounts of potassitia 
given up by the soil after each Y;af?hinf:. It is possible 
also that some of the solxible potassiim v?as held in loose 
combination with saall ninoral particles, "hat would 
probably account for the relatively large amounts of 
potassiiia obtained in the second extract, notably the 
e:s:tract of i<o. 15, It should be noted that the suia of the 
tv70 extracts of the sterile and non-sterile alundus 
treatments given in table V do not necessarily represent 
the total potassium that v;as rendered soluble in the 
experL'-jent. The minerals and the nanure added very lively 
contained oateriale which formed colloidal complexes 
capable of absorbing potassiua. Hence, in view of the 
fact that the absorption factor vrhich ^  as so clearly 
proved in part I was not coisidered, and that, according 
to analysis only 95.1 porcnnt of the potassitjzn in the 
aanure was Tyatcr-soluble, the. increases due to the action 
of aanure indicated in table V are probably too lor;. 
It is of interest xo note that the favorable results 
with tho liquid medium in nart I were alnost duplicated 
with the alundua mediuia, which is ciore nearly like the soil, 
but the soil itpelf produced negative results v/ith the 
water extract method; 
!?he official method with neutral axmonlim citrate 
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"was tried on the unf:terilised trnatrients of series II in 
an attenpt to ascertain the amount of absorbed potassinm. 
The results are reported in coliuan 3 of table IV, and as 
they show no indication of tl'ie quantities of absorbed 
potassitUB in those noils the -nethod was dif^continaed. 
IThs result reported in table V" of the second estraeo 
of soil STo. 15 raight lead to the belief that repeated 
water extractions would give satisiactory resulos, but it 
should not be overlooked that the amount reported was far 
from the total amount absorbed. Shirtheraore, at least 
part of the potassiiia in the e:ctract was probably held 
loosely aroimd stsall particles instead of in the aosorbed 
forni» Schreiner and 5'ailyer f45) used various soils thru 
which they percolated a solution of HCl, The suosequent 
leachin^rs, tfhich t'ley obtained by continuous percolation 
of water, contained concentrations of ootasnitim t^hicli 
s';owed no indications of the quantity absorbed by the 
n?he no re recent ^orlc o^ iicCall and ^is associ­
ates, already referred to, sho^iJed tisit only very sasll 
amounts of absorbed potass xuxa were jri'*'®?! uto xn repes«»ed 
water extractions* Hven the nore drastic boiling method 
of Tanatta {50} failed to re3.ease any considerable ssiour.t 
of absorbed potassiun. 
All this Hoes to shofr that the chief difficulty in 
the deteraination of soluble soil potassiua lies unquestion­
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ably in the absorptive po~er of the soil coj.ioids and that 
other nethods differing from the v/ater extract nethoq should 
be rerr^rted to. 
The addition of calciim carbonatc and acid phosphate 
shovred no aporcoiable effect on the liberation of potassixm 
and the production of carbon dioxide. 5he sligrht differences 
reported in table 17 are eafiily v/ithin the liniits of 
esi5eriaental error. 
The application of or^ranic natter in the forsa of 
nanure and clover haj increased the carbon dionide production 
in the r.oil. Comparatively small applications of clover 
hay appeared to have a decided effect on the carbon dioxide 
production. IThe aaxiriua point in Oarrin^ton losm sreiaed 
to be reached with snplications of sixteen tons of 
nsLmire ner acre. Larger applications did not increase the 
carbon dioxide production to any er-ctent. The soil proved 
to be a better aeaiua for carbon dioxide ijroduction than 
alxindum and quarts. This was probably largely due to the 
decoiTxposltion of the or-anic natter orij^inally present in 
the soil- Altho the amount of carbon diorcide produced 
proved to be ' ar^ely an index of the aniount of organic 
natter nrenent in the soil, there seesicd to be a close 
relationship between the carbon dioxide production and 
the liberation of potassiuia as indicated by the water-
soluble method. The 'curves in figure 3 show that this 
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relationshlp h.Glu for tlic soils, not for the alundtua 
and quarts. She absorption factor, Tjhich vras insignificant 
in the latter catre, ?/as probably larjrelv responsible for 
this fact. 
The sterilization of soils would natxiralljr be expected 
to result in a decided decrease in carbon dioride production 
since all bacterial action is stopped* 
Che investigations of Dehorain and Deaoussy (10), 
Wollny {53), and Sewerin (46) indicated that coaparatl?ely 
little carbon dio>:ide was produced in sterile roils, the 
ratio being 1:10 or wider for sterile and non-sterile soils. 
It should be recalled, however, that they conducted their 
eiAperi'nents on a sniall scale wi«ji snsjil quantities 01 soil 
which natiirally increases the chances of esperiaental error. 
(?he rernilts of this exp^rinent at-i reported in table 
I? shoived that considerable carbon dioriSe v/ae jciven off. 
In fact, the quantities produced amounted to appro^ciciately 
50 percent of 'ukat in the non-sterile duplicates of series 
I, and ap-^.roximately 70-75 percent of the non-sterile 
4Tj.piicates of series II. The reason for the hi^rner results 
in series II is obvious ^ 7hen it is recalled that all the 
bottles ercept one were restfirilis^d. Heat and pressure 
in the autoclave seeded to have an effect on the production 
of carbon dioxide as •well as on the soluble potassiura of 
-"e'^u^ts in table YI shov,- that I?o. 19 r>rodueed 
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approxinately 24 percent more carbon dioride than its 
duplicate which did not get contaninated. 5?herofore» if 
^able IV 
•Total water-solu'ble potsssiun and carbon dioxide 
of So- 19 sterilised t'vo tines and 
of its duplicate storill:;ed once. 
ilurabcr 
: Pounds of K 
: per acre 
• 
• 
: (Jraos of COs» 
19 sterilised t??ice 204.3 3.146 
19--a once 151. E 1.661 
24 percent of the carbon dio^cide v7ero subtracted from, the 
results of the sterile part in series II, the curves in 
figure 5 v;ovLld show approsrinately the ssae relationship 
in both series. It seems that those correetcd results would 
represent largely amounts of carbon dioxide produced by 
purely chenical action. 
'The contention of Stolclasa and Smest (48) that the 
tivo sources of carbon dioxide in soil are bacterial 
activitSes an.d plant root action does not find much support 
in the remits of these erperinents, because neither 
bacteria nor plant roots were present. It is true that the 
effect of sterilisation ciay have started the breaking down 
of the organic matter so that hydrolysis and catalytic acti(xi 
*x%^ 
cotild be more effective. HoT/r?vcr, the production of carbon 
dioxide in the sterile roilB behaved si^nilarlv in all 
respects to that in non-sterile soil; that is, the first 
four or five ^^eelrly detemijiations gave the largest 
quantities, and thereafter a. gradual decrease was notice­
able, The results ox the weeiiiy determinations of each 
separate duplicate troatnent are reported in the tables 
of the appendix-
The water-soluble potassinnj was increased invariably 
in all sterilirred treatmentn, yet, the carbon dio3:ide 
production virss decreased 50 percent or noro. Such contrast­
ing results have a tendenoj to show that there v;as 
absolutely no relation bet\7een the carbon dioxide production 
and the liberation of potassium in the soil, or that the 
effect of -sterilisation caused large sniounts of potsssixm 
to beconie water-soluble, 
Lyon and 3i:;2ell • f;-2) found that sterilised soil 
yielded decidedly nore soluble ootassium and other plant 
food. The results in table 711 show sone ;interesting: relations 
between the soluble potassiun and the total salts in 
solution of the sterile and non-sterile soils. One 
sterilization resulted in an increase of 25,7 percent in 
water-soluble potassiun,; and 25.0 percent in the freezing 
point depre.'ision of the coil solution, sterilisations 
caused an increase of 36.7 percent in the water-soluble 
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potassinn, and 25.5 percent in the freezing: point deprearion 
of the soil sol-ation. According to these results it- appears 
that heat and pressure have a decided effect on the solubil­
ity of potsRf^iun and other plant foods. 
Table VII 
Water-soluble potassiua in pounds per acre and freezing 
point depression of soils sterilised once 
coapered with those sterilised twice,* 
Treatnent 
• 
: Sterilisation : 
: ?otal 
 Iv.S.E. 
: Perxjent 
: Increase 
Sterilized twice) 
16 T.UJ^ applied) 
Hon-sterile 
Sterile 
170,5 
255.3 36.7 
Check sterilised) 
once ) 
Uon-sterile 
Sterile 
56,3 
70.8 25.7 
Optiniajs nioisttire) 
Sterilized tvrice) 
16 r.Iil. applied ) 
Ifon-sterile 
Sterile 
"H'.p.d, 
0,252 
0.708 25.5 
Soil extract ) 
Sterilized once ) 
16 2.LI. applied ) 
iron-sterile 
. Sterile 
0.027 
0.036 25.0 
*Sterili~ation vfas done as described in the erqjeriaental 
procedure of part II. 
* . li. —!?ons 0 f aanure. 
F.fi.d.—i^eesing point depression. 
Conner (12) found that the effect of heat caused the 
dehydration and "breaking irn of colloidal a~gre{:ates which, 
when broi:cn up, erqjosed a larger surface to the ?olTent 
agencies and resxilted in a larger quantity of soluble 
material. It is rearona"ble to suppose that heat and pressure 
in sterilisation ^lave a nimilar effect, and consequently 
the higrhcr yields of rratcr-soluble potassi'um froni the 
sterilised soils shown graphically in figure S are only 
apparent. A correction of H6 percent for series I and 
36.7 percent for series II should be made before f'^.e results 
can be compared. Such a coirrection would show that the 
amount of water-soluble ootassiun in the sterile soils was 
approxinately tho eume as in the non-sterile soils. In 
some instances it would give slightly higher results and 
in other cases soae^hat lower results. Assuming then that 
the results were approximately the same for stnrile and 
non-sterile soils, it appears that the production of 
carbon dioxide rhov;od no direct relation to the asiount of 
v/atcr-soluble potassiun, but was rather an index to the 
amount of deccaposing orgrar.ic matter present in the soil. 
Urhe reaction of the soils seeaied to be affected to 
a slight degree by sterilization. The ?£ values given in 
tables II and lY indicate that nearly all the sterilised 
arx"! *7 o f> ot •? ^ v* tti^ rro nor* <^ri •!•>••<% "f-•?/>*> 
than the non-sterile soils. In view of the fact that a 
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decrease in. carbon dioxide production vtas associated with 
sterilisation it is possible also that slightly more acid 
was left in the sterile soilr» iHio soil reaction as a 
whole, hov?ever, proved to be of minor inportsjice in these 
experimf^nts- She curres in figure £5 T7hich represent the 
valties of all the treatments in part XI show ahsolntPly 
no relation betr/een these values nnd the liberation of 
water-soluble potassium or the production of carbon 
diosi^e. 
The conclusion that is of cpecici interest in this 
e:cperiiaent is, that, due to the absorptive power of the 
soil, the increases in -cater soluble potassium resulting 
froa the application of nanurc and clover ha7 were not 
proportional to the quantities of soluble potassiun 
added in the fom of organic matter and orthoclase. 
?he application of calciuza carbonate anfi acid 
phosphate failed to shots' any aopreci&ble effect on the 
liberation of vtater-soluble potassium. 
5:he carbon dioxide produced in sterile soils .v;as 
ap-orosimately 50 percent of that obtained froa the non-
sterile soils. 
Sterilisation resulted in a decided increase in the 
tmcf 
concentration of the soil solution/^in the water-soluble 
potassium of the soils. 
Trie, reaction of the soil showed no relation to the 
-47 
csrbon dioxiae produetioii or to the liberation ojT 
potasRiiis:. 
Smrgnary 
Laboratory tests on the effect of rarioiiG forms of 
fertilisers and acids on the liberation of potasoiua and 
carbon dioxide frora feldspars and Garrington loan under 
sterile and non-sterile conditions lead to certain 
conclusions. ?he fact, JioweTer, that the absorptive 
power of colloidal natter prevented the complete reaoval 
of all the liberated potassiiin by water extracts indicates 
that the aaoiints recovered with the water-noluble nethod 
are not as larrre ac thej shoxild be, but they are satis­
factory for comparative pnrposos. 
1. A namire erctrsct and a eoabinaticn of aantire 
ezstract and acids in moderate concentrations gave a 
decided increase in vFater-roluble potassitun from finely 
ground orthoclase e-nd alunite in -cato.r solutions. 
Sterilisation and the addition of acids, calcixm carbonate, 
and calciua sulfate did not increase the v^ater-soluble 
potassium of the sane ninnrals. 
8. xhf^ application of relatively snail a?nounts of 
calcium sulfate to Harrington loan caused an increase in 
—43"* 
water-soluble potassiua, vrliile calciuni carbonate and acid 
phosphate did not. 
3. action of contaminating foms, consisting 
largely of moldj?, resulted in a decided increase in 
carbon dio:cide and a ler increase in Tjatcr-soluble 
potaseiuTn in stcriliired coil. 
4. Organic natter such, an aanure and clover hay» 
and a coabination of acids and or.canio natter api-Jlicd to 
£?terile and non-sterile noil resTilted in an increase of 
water-soluble -DotassiuEi. This increase, due to the 
absorptive pov?rr of the soil colloids^ fTa?, less than 
the anxiunt of soluble potasritra aprelied in tlie form of 
iMinure and clover hay. 
5. "he production of carbon dioride proved to be 
an index of the amount of decosiposing organic matter 
rather than to the quantity of potassium liberated, 
as indicated by the water-soluble method. The lasxir.uis 
point of carbon diczide production ?»as reached t?ith 
applicatabns equivalent to sixteen tons of rsanure per acre. 
6. ?he carbon dio;-:ide produced in sterile soils 
was appro:ciaately 50 percent of that obtained in the 
non-st«rile dxiplic ates. 
7. Sterilisation resulted in a decided increase 
in the concentration of the soil solution and in the 
a'nount of \7atsr-soluble ~oil putassiua. It also resulted 
-49-
in a slight increase in the hySrogen ion concentration of 
the soil. 
8. ^he reaction of the soil showed no relation to 
the carbon dioxide production or to the liberation of 
potassi-ora, but there seeraed to be some indication that a 
hydrogen ion concent rat i'>n lese than ® decreased the 
potassinn absorbing power of soil colloids. 
-50-
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Appendis 
!?al)ie I I 
! 
Carbon dioxida produced by 3?eriods in soil sterilisot 
Diaration of the ezporinent ?/as from A't 
lio. 
lAng:. 18 :AU5, 24 :Aiig. 31 
:2%s. 002 
:Sept. 7 
• 00^  
:Sept. 14 
:Mgs. COp 
:Sept. 21 
:%s. GOg 
• i/ # 
C 
232.7 391.6 392.5 333.9 304.9 114.4 ii6.:]j 
n X 280.2 409.0 412.7 387.6 372.6 172.0 308.4 
565,8 392.4 421.0 535.7 183.4 294.8 297.(1 
s 298.3 388.5 403.0 230.1 260.1 260.4 297.4 
305.5 476.5 451.8 328.2 212.0 194.9 275.d 
s 297.4 380.1 402.6 378.4 o45. o 217.3 308.(j 
516.S 469.0 414.9 298.3 128.0 285.5 SlS.l 
4 189. 2 297.0 391.1 350.2 188.3 326.4 316-3 
525.0 408.7 A •/ • V — 183.4 229.6 284.-3 
5 279.4 385.8 437.8 374.4 325.1 227.4 294.'^  
53'3:.4 — 358.5 368.2 202.4 263.5 296.3 
5 217.2 43? - 7 429.0 236.2 128.0 229.6 286.d 
357.0 — 424.1 357.2 , 191.4 291.2 517.2 
7 201.4 427.6 417.1 336.1 185.2 195.3 d 
241.1 377.9 389.4 375.3 292.1 290.4 318,2 
S 199.7 388.5 420.6 360.8 360.8 200.6 5; t./ W 9 W 
165.0 362.8 418.4 3-13.6 2GS.4 269.2 292. 
9 179.0 396.4 461.5 334.4 316.3 224.4 304.3 
244.0 595.1 407.0 292.6 147.4 203.2 266.2. 
10 345.7 388.5 422.4 310.2 304.9 297.4 330. q 
258.7 286.5 407.4 359.9 129.8 274.1 251.2 
11 365.2 356,4 430.3 367.4 183.0 249.4 27f?.a 
171.7 247.2 3G5.7 395.1 304.7 258.7 307.5 
12 264.0 318.1 421.9 347.6 329.1 215.1 320.';! 

Appendix 
Table I 
il sterilised, biit not kept sterile in Part IJ, Series I. 
t -jras froin A-o^ st 19 to October 12, 1.921. 
pt. EliSept. £8: Oct. 5 ; Oct. 12 : Occ. 19 ; xotal : Average 
3. G02:Hgs. QOo' 3^. COg: Sgs. CO^ :Mf:s. CO^  : In Sms. 
14.4 115.1 63.8 66.0 60.2 2104 
72,0 308.4 174.2 79.2 81.4 2711 2.407 
34.8 297.0 144.7 78.7 78.3 2650 
50.4 297.4 95.4 66.8 91.9 2297 2.473 
34.9 275.6 139.0 .96.3 182 ! 6 2692 
17.S 306.0 127.5 91.5 77.0 2664 2.678 
35.5 31S.1 i<:i.9 47.9 59.8 2516 
26.4 '316.3 110-4 68.2 54.1 2329 2.422 |S9.6 284.6 110.0 64.2 130.2 2488 
7^.4 294.7 — 262.6 130.5 2725 2.607 
B3.5 296.5 145.8 72.6 67.1 2505 
B9.6 286.0 141.6 87.1 203.2 2403 2.454 
01.2 " i n p  200.2 63-3- 59.4 2659 
9-5.3 1:36.8 94.1 60.7 2308 2.488 
0^.4 318.1 158.8 60.2 60.2 2601 
pO.5 or;5> cz 102.5 61.1 95.0 2447 2,524 
59.2 E32.1 159.2 76-1 69.9 2450 
24.4 304.9 137.7 76.5 62.4 2535 2.507 
b3.2 266.2 124.9 59.4 64.2 2229 
97.4 330.0 142.1 68-6 53.3 2719 2.474 
74.1 251.2 273.2 240.2 94.6 2603 
i9.4 272-8 117.8 73.0 77.8 2524 2.563 
58.7 307.5 161.9 98. o 116.8 2512 
15.1 320.7 172.4 94.6 77.0 2560 2.536 

A-ppendix i 
j 
•Table II 
Carbon dioxide prod'iiced hy periods in imstc 
Dtiration of the e35)eri2ient was froii Ik 
: 5ov. 10 ; liov. 15 : Kov. 22 : L-ov. 29 : Dec. 6 
Ifo. : Mgs. COg : Hgs. COg : I2cs. GOo : Lffjs, COg : i^ s. COg 
69.0 104,2 102.9 102,9 249.4 
1 59.8 80.5 88.8 88.4 236.2 
73.0 125.8 145.6 143.4 101.6 
2 57.3 96.3 110^ 4 102.5 ' 261.8 
103.8 17.5.1 225.2 227.0 E89.5 
5 91.5 150.9 213.4 173.8 275.0 
158.4 128.9 220.4 174. u 272.5 
4 161.9 205.4 204.4 143.4 192.2 
155.7 214.7 231.0 194.4 307.1 
5 20S.4 225.2 231.8 166.7 244.2 
99.4 156.2 167.6 138.1 256.5 
6 104.2 157.5 188.5 102.8 273.6 
102.0 146.9 171.6 156.2 249.9 
7 99.8 145.6 17i).0 189. e 250.4 
64.2 xio. o 95.0 122.3 282,9 
8 59.8 96.8 101.3 101.2 240.6 
84.0 135.5 133.3 132.0 262.6 
S 76.5 154.2 142.5 132.8 259.1 
78.7 117.0 165.4 157.0 287.7 
10 69.0 154.4 180.4 164.1 294.3 
64.2 82.2 94.1 212.9 235.8 
11 46.5 64.6 106.0 107.3 311.0 
p- a 109.5 129.3 119.6 279.4 
12 71.7 94.6 119.6 107.3 230.1 
w r 
i i 
I I 
\ 
• I 
i 
i 
: i 
I 
f i 
j j 
i ' 
f i 
i \ 
'• ) 
' i [ .1 
i • 
1 
! 
1 
3 
A-ppendjg 
1 Table II 
I 
i 
?ds in imsterilised soil in Part II, Varies 
lioTcxiiOir 8 to Jecosicer 27, 1921. 
iBec. 6 : Dec. 13 : Dee* 20 Dsc. 27 : •l?Qtal : Averagi |Hgs. COp: }%s. COg : Ilgs. COg L!gs. COg : in-Ll^ s. : in Giis 
 ^ 249.4 264.8 • 240.2 240.2 1306 
236.2 222,2 199.7 1 "OQ c; 1109 1.207 
101.6 279.8 265.7 264.0 1407 
261.8 245.5 272.8 1261 1.544 
289.5 279.4 424-6 28o.6 2038 
275.0  ^O o • O 289.9 lo9.4 1659 1.858 
272.5 263.5 275.6 loS.S 1774 
192.2 286.4 291.2 158.4 1659 1.716 
307.1 305.8 547.6 1S3.9 1971 
244.2 w oX • w 264.0 135. S 1752 1.361 
256.5 255.0 orso a 152.8 1446 
273.6 261-1 251-1 158.8 1520 1.553 
249.9 25S.2 • 2S1.4 152.8 1460 
2S0.4 286,8 344.5 519.0 1354 1.657 
282,9 280-2 • rz^ 'X  ^• W 175.0 1467 
240.6 234.5 212.9 132.0 1194 1.340 
262.6 — S 256.0 1 /i ^  C i-rr O « D 1419 
259.1 256.5 r> r* 150.4 1389 1.404 
287.7 286.2 360.8 200.2 1551 
294.3 S5E.4 214.2 1757 1.709 
255.8 222.2 139..5 T Ofi  ^J»w*w • K/ 1118 
311.0 507.5 529.1 "I T ^ ^  JU t 4J m ^  1450 1.3S4 
279.4 290.4 OOQ '2 172.4 1498 
230.1 260. S 240.6 158.1 1265 1.381 
t 
1 ( 
! 
j 
1 
1 
1 
I 
t 
I I i I 
( 1 
i 
i 
i 
Carbon dio::vide pro 5i:ceQ "fay jis riods in soil st3 
Dnratiorr of the experinont ^ as fr 
, 
: Jan. l5 :Jan* 18 :Jan. 26 irei). 1 zFei)* 8 :£^ eb. 16 Tl 
is 0 • zHgs. CGo :I%s, COg: i%S. COg ;IIgs. CO2: COg :2:%s. COg: j 
49.7 119.2 172.5 195.3 166.3 157.5 1 
X - 27^ 8 71.2 119.6 142.1 112.2 130.6 
58.9 9^8.2 192.2 204. r 159.7 190.0 
s 40.0 10S.5 14H.5 101.6 152.4 151.1 j 
55.8 103.4 230.5 227.0 212.9 155.3 i 
5 47,5 124.0 181.2 191.4 161.0 215.1 
36.0 70.8 92.4 85.3 87.5 98.1 1 
4 40.0 135.9 199.7 206.8 160.6 161.2 i 
57.4 85.8 135.5 149.6 156.4 125.8 
5 52.5 80.5 ?.10.4 118.8 98.1 113.9 
44.8 80»5 103.8 116.6 78.7 118.8 
a 58.7 80.5 115.5 12.14 107.8 99.4 
41.3 90.2 120.1 116.1 99.8 112.6 i 
7 45.6 119.2 166.3 167.2 154.8 •158.4 j 
51.7 138.1 228. o 201.0 172.9 159.2 ) 
8 42.2 92.4 126.7 118.8 106.4 121.4 i 
44.4  ^ 119.2 164.5 179.2 143.8 147.8 1 
9 63.8 107.3 152.6 155.5 156.2 140.3 1 
47.9 101.6 161.0 160.6 138.6 154.0 j 
10 51.4 118.8 154.2 140.8 221.5 174.2 1 
40.0 73.4 96.3 102.9 97.2 102.9 1 
11 38.2 105.8 155.1 159.7 152.2 174.2 ; 
40.0 113.0 147,8 166.5 144.7 154.4 1 1 o J-iu 39.6 98.1 x2^  . 131.1 119.6 121.0 

• j A-pxjendix 
1 
I Table III 
I [ 
j 
Boil sterilised mi kept sterile in ?<irt II, onries I. 
jt x«fas from Janxjarj 10 to Inarch 15, 1922. 
I 
b. 15 : ?eb, 22 lUaroh 1 cllarch 8 :?vl?-rch 15 : Total 
P* ^^ 2- 2%0. COg liilgs. '-'Og ;2%s. COg :2%s. CCg ;in Hgs. ; in Oics. 
b?.5 33.8 pt; R • w CO  ^-V • w 34.7 95.1 
.^5 29.9 52.5 59.1 57.4 72.0 0.84i 
0^.0 179.9 79.2 63.3 58.5 133.3 
51.1 25.0 29.0 37.3 53.2 79.7 1.055 
55.3 50.2 55.6 55,8 51.0 115.5 
15.1 49.2 Ci 1 / • O •X A. • id '•- JL • 110,4 1.134 
?8.1 25.9 24.7 35.5 55.8 
1^.2 
25.8 
55.7 >1"* rx J. • O 43.1 39.5 105.9 0.S13 
32.1 7 29.4 31.5 75.5 
13.9 41.8 29.9 *T r» c O ^ C.vlS 
18.8 35.2 33.0 P V » L/ 34.7 64.2 
N.4 40.0 34.3 35.0 31.5 57. S 0.7G0 
12.5 24.3 oo » 0 40.0 77,0 59.1 
•5S.4 41.3 40.4 44.0 ti.rJw' « • 94.3 . 0.817 
59.2 35.5 45.7 35.9 41.3 107.4 
1^.4 40.4 35.2 ..27,2 25.8 71.8 ©.69o 
St 7.8 33.0 29.4 . s* 34.3 90.2 
0^.2 47.9 45.3 > OU # 0 44.8 SI.9 0.910 
54.0 49.2 42.5 45.3 42.2 91.3 
74.2 53.8 95 w3 r,»7 T SI.4 108.2 0.S97 
b2.9 41.3 OK C •w 33.4 75.5 51,7 
74.2 113.0 205.9 52.4 43.5 115.9 0.593 
&4c4 ::0,3 31.2 49.7 rzo T . X 88.5 
n.Q 38.7 50.1 66.2 '^ '7 4 t • ^ 77.3 0.892 
J 
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 ^in xaisterilised soil in Part II. Series II. 
j 
Ls from October 1 to Decs!:iber 18, 19EH. 
h*. 13 rliov. 20 :!-GV. 2? :23C. 4 :1}GC. 11 :Dec. 18: 'rctal : Average 
fs. CO^  ;I%B. COg :IiSs. COo ::igs. CO9 :?%s. COg :2lgs. CCSi n Mgs.; in G:ns. 
i 
6^.4 296.5 288.2 253.8 285.8 267.0 3747, 
204.4 235. S '^ i4.7 2C4.5 191.4 1S7.S 3310 3.528 
7^8.9 236.6 220.8 220.8 199.2 190.0 3384 
5^4.5 298.3 271.1 232.4 258.2 259.6 4174. 3.779 
?99.6 258.2 253.4 §46.8 228.3 223.5 3782 
28S.8 245.5 233-'3 220. e 185.1 187.8 3588 3.6S5 
S^9.o 150.0 235.4 231.4 209.8 216.0 3558 
>75.8 
C33.5 
£74.5 275.4 249.4 225.7 228.3 3696 3.527 
180.4 158.9 289.5 154.0 151.5 5030 
191.4 234. 0 102.0 251.6 227.9 214,7 2943 2.986 
;7e.9 259.6 • 222.3 202.8 160.1 190.0 3532 
iol.S 230.1 212.9  ^.C « tjr 1B3.4 172.4 3570 ct £:c;c V •> V 
259.1 217.8 205.4 156.7 155.7 150.9 5534 
h25.7 206.8 161.7 •1S4.9 135.5 139.4 3375 3.454 
165,1 219.1 207.6 187.4 156.8 150.9 3596 
240. S 208,5 177.7 157.. 5 130.2 -L<2-L . 1 3192 3.394 
172.4 164.5 159.2 148.2 102.0 120.5 2346 
177.5 179.0 178.2 '1SG.8 150.9 143.4 2412 2.379 
193. 5 159.7 161.4 149.1 130.6 124.9 2353 
238.0 206.3 19E.7 187,4 150.9 141.2 2776 2.564 
169.4 155.7 108.6 A 135.0 1875 
218.6 222.6 151.8 " ~=. n 196,2 — 2455 2,666 

A-ppendis 
Table ? 
Carbon dioxide prodticso t)j periods in soil steril 
DtEraticn of the esperiaent was from 
~ ;Dec. 22 :i)ec. 27 ;Jan. 2 TJ^ T. 10 ;-Jan. 17 ;Jan, E4 rJan. 
Ilo. :Hgs. COgrlligs. CCgcHgs. CGgrHgs. COgrilgs. CO.,:i%s. CCgzlSgs. ^  
lo6.7 154.8 125.4 2S2.1 283.9 313.7 300. < 
13 194.4 188.7 12114 298.7 <^ 11. o 181.7 315.S 
152.2 153.1 111.7 28S.2 282.9 311.0 299.^ ' 
14 217.8 219.1 102.0 245.8 £38.9 249.4 184.^  
200.2 20i;.8 ISO. 6 294.3 308.0 258.4 253. d 
15 174.6 151.0 134.6 321.2 293 .2 335,2 •2>r o 'a ^ 
117.0 102.9 i 295.2 2C4.4 309.3 307.1 
16 220.8 154.8 123.5 302.2 319.0 223.4 343.5 
102.0 64.4 132.3 295.0 280.2 260.0 312.^  
17 155.7 140.3 " 128.0 248.1 257.4 207.2 256.3 
115.5 144.7 96.3 290.4 306.5 253.0 519.^  
18 188.1 156.3 106.4 282.0 302.2 284.6 332.6 
IS-a 88 ..8 95.0 •* w 105.9 139.0 212.0 i90.d 
19 114.8 Ell. 6 83.5 168.0 154.5 S64.8 244.^  
8S.7 66 .4 63.1 174.5 239.8 253. :ii 
20 115.7 95.0 u3»3 276.7 130.2 262.6 238,9!. 
95.9 79.2 54.1 150.4 132.0 110.3 243.7j 
21 75,9 91.0 56.7 149.5 177.3 201.9 232. 
75.0 77.0 55.8 141.2 143. <; 197.5 216. q 
22 57.2 £)0.6 52.0 194.4 212.0 275.0 301.4| 
73.S 85.5 41.3 58.9 95.4 140.8 224.8i 
2S 103.4 97.5 47.5 140.8 97,2 227.9 281.2J 
r 
i 
1 
i 
j I 
} 
i 
j 
I 
f 
1 Table V 
f 
jDil sterilicsd and kept sterile in Tart II, Series II-
f 
1 -ssas from December 18 to i^ ebr-uary 28, 1923. 
24 :Ja2i. 21 i'eb. 14 :Keb. 21 :i!'sb. 28 !I-otal ; iiveragei 
t 
I 1 lllg3, COg :%s. COo :j;S2. COp :i%s. GOg :2%S. COg :in Hgs. :in G-as 
t 
i-7 300.0 146.0 289.9 294.8 279.8 2659 
17 315.9 306.6 311.5 £34.9 285.1 2762 2.710 Lo 299.6 143.0 524.7 300.5 300.9 2690 
14 184.8 263.7 272.3 502.2 SOO.O 2641 2.665 
U 253.0 259.6 25S.2 229.6 193.6 2616 
U 342.5 343.6 322.9 291.2 251. S 2992 2.854 
• 13 
» V/ 307.1 227.4 2S3.5 295.9 293.0 2747 
14 343.6 278.9 322.0 277.6 285.5 3008 2-877 lo 312.8 269.2 275.0 295.4 2-2.0 2572 
12 256.2 E39.3 250.8 221.3 zil'.i 2566 2.469 lo 319.6 293.9 302.7 174.2 350.2 264S 
i& 332.6 311.5 301.4 300.9 275.8 2900 2.774 
10 190.0 228.6 204.6 1S4.3 15S.5 1661 
18 B44.2 264.4 223.5 215.8 195.3 2166 2.146 |8 263.1 272.3 2G2.6 247.7 212.0 2082 
i 6 238.9 201.8 216.0 £11.2 176.4 2069 2.075 
18 245.7 262.6 244.6 229.6 192.7 1803 
19 232.7 E&2.2 211.6 205.9 179.0 lesa 1.835 
15 216.0 222.2 253.0 191.3 164.1 1753 io 301.4 506.6 253.4 251.6 228.0 2250 1.991 is 224.6 220.4 207.6 205.8 158,9 1550 
9 281.1 268.8 251.6 240.6 202.8 1975 1.772 

Apponfllx 
2atoXo VI 
Carbon dioxido produood by porlodfj In boII ti'oatod <nith laanwro-oxtraot 
aM ooil troatod v;ith mamiro. 
Duration to tho oxporir/iont vvau from April. 215 to Jvno 14, 192ii, 
_—fApa'TTBT^ ajT'S T'T.Tun^  ^
rJo. ;Mets,COgGQy>;?^gs#COg:JJge cllga«COt>;!%a.C0^;?J^B»COg; in Hgaiin Otna. 
i00,6 119 J3 104.5 804,4 103.0 K44.6 H31.4 175,1 153.1 
1* 100.3 11J5.G IftS.IS 880.8 165.0 198.2 176.4 107.0 139.7 1.464 
lKr).4 167.2 170. S 218.0 SOl.O X052.G 141.5 
s"* X4C,0 148,1 103.4 304.0 nOl.T) :^ei.7 Kir>.o 158.8 159. H 1,503 
1* i'anuro tii3?itocl soil. 
2* — Mm\iJ;Q**oxtract troatofl noil. 
